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80 ADRIAN ONET�, DOINA T�ATAR(1983) about a geographial database. Over the last deade, some ommerialsystems have built up large grammars and lexions to handle a wide variety ofinputs."The main hallenge for urrent systems is to follow the ontext of oninteration" ([10℄).One ruial issue for the NL interfaes is the use of an "intermediate meaningrepresentation formalism" whih will support the semanti and pragmati reason-ing proesses of the system. Suh of representation is alled "intermediate logialform" and it is the prinipal point through whih results oming from the �eld oflogi an be used in a NL proessing (NLP) system .The semantis of the phrases expressed in a natural language has two aspets:semantis and pragmatis. Semantis refer to those aspets of the meaning thatare not inuened by the ontext, and the pragmatis is onerned with the ontextand the intention of the speaker. Almost every approah for the semanti inter-pretation of a phrase is made with the priniple of ompositionality :the meaningof a phrase is a funtion of the meanings of its parts .The dialogue-based appliation inlude [1℄:� question-answering systems, where NL is used to query a database;� automated ustomer servie;� tutoring systems;� spoken language ontrol of a mahine;� general ooperative problem-solving systems.A dialog interfae does have to proess sequenes of sentenes exhanged be-tween a user and an appliation system. Eah of these sentenes has to be preiselyunderstood. The disourse domain of one interfae is usually restrited, and thuseasier to model from a semanti point of view. From a historial perspetive, anbe distinguished three generations of NL interfaes [14℄:� The "diret translation systems", performing a diret translation of the NLinput into an output string, suitable for the purposes of the appliation. Theparser of suh a system does not make use of a general meaning representationformalism. These systems are not portable and is diÆult to implement in themthe semanti inferenes.� The seond generation of NL interfaes separates the understanding proessinto two steps: in a �rst step an analyzer will proess the NL input and produea representation of its meaning in an intermediate meaning representation formal-ism, usually an intermediate logial form (ILF). In a seond step, an interpreterwill study this representation and will �nd out related ations, aordingly withthe appliation. Both analysis and interpretation are based on an expliit model



SEMANTIC ANALYSIS IN DIALOGUE INTERFACES 81of the disourse domain, as a knowledge base de�ning the ideas referred, pro-viding semanti and pragmati information and performing the logial inferenesneessary for understanding.� The third generation of NL interfaes inludes, besides the model of disoursedomain, an expliit model of user with "stati" information, suh as the level ofompetene possessed by a spei� user, and "dinami" information expressing theknowledge and beliefs of the user and the evolution of these knowledge and beliefswithin the dialogue. This kind of information an be used to improve the resolu-tion of ambiguities, the proessing of inomplete sentenes and the generation ofooperative responses.The study of intermediate meaning representation (IMR) formalism has beenthe subjet of large disputes. The question was of deiding whether IMR shouldbe "logial" or not (based on frames, semanti networks, oneptual dependenies,et) [13℄. Is it largely aepted that an IMR formalism must ombine di�erentkinds of elements, all of whih are neessary for the interpretation proess [15℄:� Logial struture;� Coneptual ontent: the variables and onstants of the logial notation appearas instanes of a lass system that provides a oneptual model of the disoursedomain. This lass struture an be organized hierarhially as a lattie and formsthe skeleton of the knowledge base used in NL interfae;� Speeh at indiation representing the expeted impat that the speaker triesto have on his inter loutor by uttering a proposition, depending on the natureof this utterane: request, order, information, et. This expeted impat an bemodeled in terms of "wants", "knowledge" and " beliefs" of the inter loutor.The primitives expressing this levels an be logially axiomatized and support areasoning proess improving the behavior of an NL interfae;� Pragmati annotations about determination of logial quanti�ers.The phase of interpretation of an ILF , after his prodution by the parser,is aomplished in some well de�ned steps [15℄. These steps inludes a set ofproesses as: resolution of anaphori referenes, resolution of soping ambiguitiesand other types of ambiguities whih ould not be solved in the parsing phase.Also, NL interfae that proess more than one isolated sentene needs a dialoguemanager and the possibility to ontrol interpretation, for example deteting wrongpresupposition. 2. Semanti analysis by lambda-alulusSemanti analysis (SA) is the proess whereby semanti representations areomposed and assoiated with a linguisti input. The soures of knowledge that areused are: the meanings of words, the meanings assoiated with the grammatial



82 ADRIAN ONET�, DOINA T�ATARstruture and the knowledge about the ontext in whih the disourse ours(semantis of the disourse).One approah of SA is by lambda-alulus and it is a kind of syntax-driven SA,ontext independent and inferene free. Suh approah is suÆient to produeuseful results. Others two approahes are semanti grammars and information ex-tration [6℄. The lambda-alulus SA is based on the priniple of ompositionalitywhih assert that the meaning of a sentene an be omposed from the meaningsof its parts. The input of a semanti analyzer is an output of a syntati analyzer, that means a parse tree or a feature struture, et. We will assume that it is aparse tree.In lambda-alulus approah of SA every ontext free grammar rule is aug-mented by a semanti rule whih speify how to ompute the meaning representa-tion of a onstrution from the meanings of its onstituent parts [6℄. An augmentedrule is :A �! �1�2 � � ��nfA:sem = f(�j :sem � � ��k:sem)g; 1 � j � k � nThe denotation A:sem = f(�j :sem; � � � ; �k:sem) means that the semantis ofA, A:sem, will be obtained as a funtion f on the �j :sem; � � � ; �k:sem.Let us onsider an example generated by a small subset of rules from ATISgrammar [6℄: Continental serves meat.The small subset of ATIS rules is:S �! NP V PV P �! V erb NPNP �! ProperNounNP �!MassNounV erb �! servesProperNoun �! ContinentalMassNoun �! meatThe augmented rules are:NP �! ProperNoun fNP:sem = ProperNoun:semgNP �!MassNoun fNP:sem =MassNoun:semgProperNoun �! Continental fProperNoun:sem = ContinentalgMassNoun �! meat fMassNoun:sem = meatgThese rules assert that the semantis of NP's are the same as the semantis oftheir individual omponents. In general will be the ase that for non-branhing



SEMANTIC ANALYSIS IN DIALOGUE INTERFACES 83grammar rules, the semantis assoiated with the hild will be opied unhangedto the parent.To ome up with the semantis for VP's, we will use a notational extensionto �rst order prediate alulus (FOPC) , lambda-alulus, (Churh , 1940) thatprovides the kind of formal parameter that we need.The ��expression �xP (x)must be understand as a formula (with P (x) a formula from FOPC), where thefree variable x is bound to the spei� terms in FOPC. The proess of bounding ofx with a spei� term in FOPC is a �� redution and is illustrate by the equality:�xP (x)(A) = P (A)The variables denoted by � an be in a arbitrary number and their order is thesame with the order of their binding to the terms.With � notation the augmented rule for V erb is:V erb �! serves fV erb:sem = �x�y9eIS �A(e; Serving)^Server(e; y) ^ Served(e; x)gand for V P is:V P �! V erb NP fV P:sem = V erb:sem(NP:sem)gThe alulus for V P:sem = V erb:sem(NP:sem) is :�x�y9eIS �A(e; Serving) ^ Server(e; y) ^ Served(e; x)(NP:sem) =�y9eIS �A(e; Serving) ^ Server(e; y) ^ Served(e;Meat):So, V P:sem = �y9eIS �A(e; Serving) ^ Server(e; y) ^ Served(e;Meat).With � notation the augmented rule for S is:S �! NP V PfS:sem = V P:sem(NP:sem)gThe alulus for S:sem is:S:sem = V P:sem(NP:sem) = �y9eIS �A(e; Serving)^^Server(e; y) ^ Served(e;Meat)(NP:sem)= �y9eIS �A(e; Serving) ^ Server(e; y) ^ Served(e;Meat)(Continental)= 9eIS �A(e; Serving) ^ Server(e; Continental) ^ Served(e;Meat):In the appliations is used another new notation that failitates the omposi-tional reation of the desired semantis: omplex-term. Formally, a omplex-termis an expression with the following three-part struture: hQuantifier V ariableBodyiThe formulas whih use omplex-terms usually refereed as quasi-logial forms.



84 ADRIAN ONET�, DOINA T�ATARTo onvert a quasi-logial form in a FOPC formula we will use the followingshema of rewriting any prediate having a omplex-term argument:P (hQuantifier V ariable Bodyi) ^ U! Quantifier V ariable (Body Connetive P (V ariabila) ^ U):where Connetive is ^ for 9 and �! for 8.Let us onsider the sentene: A restaurant serves meat.The needed augmented rules are:Det �! a fDet:sem = 9gNominal �! Noun fNominal:sem = �xIS �A(x;Noun:sem)gNoun �! restaurant fNoun:sem = restaurantgNP �! Det NominalfNP:sem = hDet:sem x Nominal:sem(x)ig:The bottom-up alulus is:Nominal:sem = �xIS �A(x;Noun:sem) = �xIS �A(x;Restaurant)S:sem = V P:sem(NP:sem) = (V erb:sem(NP:sem))(NP:sem) =Using V P:sem as above we obtain:(�y)(9e)(IS �A(e; Serving) ^ Server(e; y) ^ Served(e;Meat))(NP:sem)) =(�y)(9e)(IS �A(e; Serving) ^ Server(e; y) ^ Served(e;Meat))(hDet:sem z (�x)IS �A(x;Restaurant)(z)i)(9e)(IS �A(e; Serving) ^ Server(e; hDet:sem z IS �A(z;Restaurant)i)^^Served(e;Meat))9e(IS �A(e; Serving) ^ (9z)(IS �A(z;Restaurant) ^ Server(e; z))^^Served(e;Meat))(9e)(9z)(IS �A(e; Serving) ^ IS �A(z;Restaurant) ^ Server(e; z)^^Served(e;Meat)):Let us observe that a sentene as: Every restaurant has a menu has two semantirepresentation, one whih orresponds to the ommon-sense interpretation (everyrestaurant has its own menu), but also the interpretation whih state that thereis one menu that all restaurants share.The two interpretation are obtained proessing the two omplex-term in thefollowing formula in a di�erent order:(9e)(IS �A(e;Having) ^Haver(e; hIS �A(x;Restaurant)i)^Had(e; h(9y)IS �A(y;Menu)i)



SEMANTIC ANALYSIS IN DIALOGUE INTERFACES 85If the �rst omplex-term is proessed �rst, then the obtained formula is:(9e)(8x)(IS �A(e;Having) ^ IS �A(x;Restaurant) �! Haver(e; x)^(9y)(IS �A(y;Menu) ^Had(e; y)))If the seond omplex-term is proessed �rst, then the di�erent formula is:(9e)(9y)(IS �A(e;Having) ^ IS �A(y;Menu)^Had(e; y) ^ (8x)(IS �A(x;Restaurant) �! Haver(e; x)):The same results will be obtained for the example in the next setion.3. Context independent sentenes mapping in logial form. Thesyntati-semanti analyzerSine the very beginning of omputer siene the natural language representedan important preoupation for the speialists. The appliations in this domainwant to resolve two essential issues: the voie reognition (if the user speaks) andtext proessing (its meaning).We provide in this paper an appliation whih begins with the semanti repre-sentation idea of the ontext independent sentenes in the natural language likeexpressions in extended �rst order prediate alulus. First of all we must speifywhat we mean by the extended �rst order prediate alulus. Starting with theFOPC we provide a new set of quanti�ers, among the existential and universalones, neessary for the representation of the quantitative sentenes semanti. Byusing this quanti�ers we will represent a quantitative sentene semanti like Mostpeople laugh as 9NX:(people(X) ^ laugh(X)^most(N));where 9N belongs to the new set of quanti�ers.This FOPC extension will be noted by FOPC/QS (�rst order prediate alulusfor quantitative sentenes). For further details see [9℄.Bak to our appliation, this will have as entry a natural language senteneintrodued from the standard input from whih it will result the FOPC/QS ofthis sentene and a graphial representation of its parse tree. It is very diÆult toompare the natural language funtionality and the omputer systems operation.Problems appear when we deal with semanti ambiguities resolved by the humanmind through ontext and onvention. We have tried to eliminate part of theseambiguities introdued by the domain of quanti�ers and of operators by the un-derspei�ed method. Thus for Every boy loves a dog the semanti representationswill be like in �gure 1:



86 ADRIAN ONET�, DOINA T�ATAR
Figure 1The ambiguities given by the multiple sense of the words will be onsidered ina future upgrade of the appliation, whih ould use the semanti network rep-resentation of the Lexis. We must speify that the sentenes reognized by theappliation have to be introdued by an existent grammar. In other words, theuser an not modify in any way the existent grammatial rules, but the appliationould be improved by allowing the user to onstrut the grammar he needs. Thisappliation allows the Lexis entries atualization by an interative interfae. Theuser ould test, after resolving the problems whih permit the grammar modi�a-tions too, the appliation in every natural language whih desribes that grammar.Thus, for every natural language will exists a �le whih ontains its grammar, a�le with its lexial entries and also a �le whih will ontain the mapping of everyatom strutures of its sentenes into the semanti representation. For every givensentene the appliation also presents the advantage of the parse tree graphialrepresentation. Suh an example is given as follows: Every boy loves a dog. (See�gure 2)We must also say that in the present the appliation doesn't resolve yet totallythe parse of the sentene, more preisely, the gender, person and number agree-ment. This situation ould be improved by modifying the grammatial rules byadding new arguments whih represent these agreements. One advantage is thatthe appliation an help to design new appliations, suh as the natural languagefor querying knowledge bases, natural language onversation. For example, we anreate an algorithm whih will map every natural language sentene in an equiv-alent SQL statement in the �rst type appliations. Conerning the struture ofthis appliation, it is built on two levels, plus an extra level for the parse tree rep-resentation. The �rst level ontains the semanti engine (written in SWI-Prolog);the seond one ontains an interfae with the user (written in Delphi); the extralevel is for the graphial representation of the parse tree (written in Visual Pro-log). The ommuniation among these levels is done by the use of the Windows
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Figure 2Operating systems spei� DDE (dynami data exhange), we an also use forthese ommuniation more evolved tehniques suh as COM/DCOM.By its spei�, our appliation onstrution is based on more programminglanguages mixture; it also sueeds in taking advantages on these programminglanguages harateristis. We believe that this tehnique an be the starting pointfor resolving some natural language semanti problems.Referenes[1℄ J.Allen : " Natural language understanding", Benjamin/Cummings Publ. , 2nd ed., 1995.[2℄ C.Beardon, D.Lumsden, G.Holmes: " NL and omputational linguistis", Ellis HowoodSeries, 1991.[3℄ P.Flah: "Simply logial.Intelligent reasoning by example", John Wiley and Sons, 1994.[4℄ A. Flyht-Eriksson: "A domain knowledge manager for dialogue systems", Proeedingsof ECAI2000, pp 431-435.[5℄ A.Gaal , G.Lapalme, P.Saint-Dizier: "Prolog for NLP", 1991.[6℄ D.Jurafsky, J.H.Martin: "Speeh and language proessing", Prentie Hall, 2000.[7℄ R.Kasper, P.Davis, C.Roberts: "An integrated approah to referene and pressupositionresolution", The 37th Annual Meeting of ACL, june 1999.[8℄ I.A. Let�ia and all : " Multi-agent systems", Casa �art�ii de �stiinta, Cluj, 1999.[9℄ A. Onet: " Semanti representation of the quantitative natural language sentenes" toappear in Studia Universitatis "Babes-Bolyai", seria Informatia.[10℄ S.J. Russell, P.Norvig: "Arti�ial intelligene.A modern approah",[11℄ I. A. Sag, T. Wasow: "Syntati Theory:A formal introdution " 1997, http://ling.ohio-state.edu/HPSG[12℄ D. T�atar: "Uni�ation Grammars in Natural Language Proessing" , in "Reent topisin mathematial and omputational linguisti", ed. C. Martin-Vide, G. Paun, EdituraAademiei, 2000, pg 289-300.
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